Unit 1 - Motion and its applications

Activity 1- Average  Velocity
1. Distance is the total distance that someone has travelled walking along the path, the end point might only be 5 km away from the start but the route that you take is 15 km, your total distance is 15 km and this is a scalar quantity (has no direction). Were as displacement is the direct distance between point A and point B the total distance you travelled to get there but instead the shortest distance between point A and point B which is the case from above would be 5 km and is a vector quantity (has direction attached with it, 5km North). Good
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2. 50 km/h zone        Traveling at  17 m/s
17 m/s = 61.2 km/h   So therefore yes.you were speeding, you were going approximately 11.2 km/h over the speed limit. 
Careful with roundoff!!! After you convert should only be 62 km/h. For help see this video :  http://www.neok12.com/php/watch.php?v=zX6a73756f5907757a7e4159&t=Measurements" http://www.neok12.com/php/watch.php?v=zX6a73756f5907757a7e4159&t=Measurements

3. A) Speed- V=d/t    always be careful with formulas, this is the right one, be sure TO UNDERSTAND WHEN TO USE THE FORMULA AND WHETHER IT IS A SCALAR, OR VECTOR  AND WHETHER IT IS THE CHANGE IN A VALUE OR A TOTAL..
v=?
d= 400m                    V=400m/82s
t= 82s                           =4.88m/s = 4.9 m/s
B) For this scenario there is no velocity because there is no displacement she started and ended at the same point going around a 400m circular track. If there is no displacement giving no direction then it is not possible to have a velocity. 
C)  At 4.88 m/s how long will it take to run 5.0 km?
	4.88 m/s = 17.57 km/h  carry all decimals in calculations
V=d/t --->  t= d/v
v= 17.57 km/h  d= 5.0 km   t= ?
t= 5.0 km/ 17.57 km/h
t= 0.28 h   Good

4.  distance = 520 m  + 720 m = 1250m  (no direction scalar)   ,  35 min = 2100 s
a)  speed = 1250 m / 2100 s =  0.59 m/s
b) I will call NORTH direction positive and South negative (arbitrary, I could have called the other negative)   so  displacement = +210 m  or 210 m [North]
so velocity = +0.1 m/s  or 0.1 m/s [North]
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Average velocity 


So, total average velocity is for the total time period
Vavg = d12 – d0  / t12 – t0 = (-60 – 0) / (12 – 0) = - 5 m/s  negative could mean south if you started in a north direction



 Instantaneous Velocities
At 5.0s  this one is easy.   No change in displacement so velocity is ZERO!
Often physics is understanding the graph (and formulas);  makes it much easier.
Zero change in slope value (slope is just the calculation of velocity) so zero velocity.  YOU WERE STOPPED!  Look at the graph, you are not moving.



For 10 seconds, take the displacement at 9 and 11 seconds.
V = d11 – d9  / t11 – t9 = (-48 – 0) / (11 – 9) = - 24 m/s  negative could mean south if you started in a north direction


The slope is steeper towards the end, so the velocity at 10 seconds should be bigger then the average velocity.   PLUS . . you ended up farther south then north (+48m  vs  - 60m)  so your average velcoty should be negative.

The person in this question must have been going one way (North-positive) stopped for a few seconds turned around and went back (South- Negative) and past their starting point.












